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THE BELL INN

The Mystery of the Bodies
in the Bell



A. The Story
A story has grown within the community about The Bell Inn at Hythe in Kent. The story is portrayed as fact in a

wide range of written publications and web pages targeted at audience groups as diverse as historians, local 

residents, Kent tourists, and ghost hunters. 

I first came across the story when I inherited the task of writing a tourist leaflet on the historic pubs of Hythe

High Street and quickly found that there was dissent on aspects of the story and started to research the differences

by seeking local oral tradition and written evidence – ideally contemporary. Of local oral tradition, there was no

shortage, of written accounts there was plenty and conflicting, of contemporary evidence there was a marked 

absence. My research moved hurriedly forward when on 14 March 2017 I received an enquiry via the church

asking 

A little bird tells me that you are researching local pubs - have you come across anything that may

help this gentleman?

I am attempting to locate the burial location of two bodies discovered in The Bell Pub, Hythe in
1963. They were concealed behind a wall and later determined to be Revenue Officers. I am 
wondering if this vague search request is possible in your burial registers?

The complete story, as I give it here, is a compilation in my own words, of all that is on websites and 

publication, including all oral embellishments.

Back in the 1960s, a bloke 

[also told as an historian, an archeologist, an architect, a builder, a decorator, a barman, the pub
landlord] 
Was having a pint and when he leaned back, as his head touched the wall he heard it was 

hollow. So he took out a ball point pen and worked a small hole. He could feel a drought through

the hole and made it bigger and he could just see a big area behind.

So he told the landlord

[also told as the landlord decided to redecorate]
So they removed the panel/bricks and behind it they found an old inglenook fireplace and sitting

by the fireside

[some say on the floor or under the floorboards]
were the skeletons of two Revenue Officers 

sitting up in full customs-men uniforms 

complete with boots, belts, hats and badges 

[one source states that they were S lock belts]
[another source states “and identification”]
which were all in very good condition, 

[some say “decaying”]
and some beer mugs, pipes and keys

They took the bones to the Police Station and they were sent to the Coroner.

Finger bones were kept and displayed in the pub

The Coroner said they were pig bones.

[another version is that the Coroner said that because they were wearing S lock belts they were 
Revenue men who had fallen foul of smugglers]
“But that’s not true, they really was customs men, it was a smugglers’ pub and they’re just saying

that ‘cos they don’t want people to know that the smugglers won.”

This paper compiles the information available to 

• show extent of the story 

• examine any evidence

• separate the truth from the myth



B. Extent of the story
This is not an extensive reproduction of what is available but serves to demonstrate that the story is set in these

categories

• Ghosts

• Smuggling 

• Pubs

• History

What I found disturbing is the way the story is portrayed as historical fact with no reference to source or date or

reliability. To best demonstrate this

• Web pages have been simply reproduced by cut & paste of the text.

• Written publications have been scanned and reproduced as an image so that no editorial interference detracts 

from the way the information is portrayed, save that I have super-imposed a red box to make the relevant 

section easier to find.

B.1 Ghosts
From: Ghost Pubs, live page 21 March 2017

http://ghostpubs.com/haunted-pub/the-bell-inn-hythe 

Parts of the inn have history from the 15th century. A Grey Lady haunts the cellars. She was, witnesses report,

said to have been a former proprietor who died giving birth to a child at the Bell Inn. When the huge inglenook

fireplace here was opened up for renovation some years ago, the builders unearthed old beer mugs, clay pipes

and a bunch of keys. They also found the bodies of two Revenue Officers who had been murdered and bricked

up. Witnesses reported, at the time that their uniforms, boots and belts were still in good condition. Various

local customers maintain they have seen the ghosts of those two men sitting adjacent to the inglenook fireplace.

From: Kent Live News - haunted pubs, live page 21 March 2017

http://www.kentlive.news/east-kent-s-most-haunted-pubs/story-29767228-detail/story.html

A Grey Lady is said to haunt the cellars, apparently a former proprietor who died during childbirth. The ghosts

of two murdered Revenue Officers have also been spotted sitting in the inglenook fireplace which had been

bricked up to conceal their bodies

B.2 Smuggling
From: Kent Life – smuggling pubs, live page 21 March 2017

http://www.kent-life.co.uk/food-drink/6_mischievous_smugglers_pubs_in_kent_1_4504673

Reckoned to be the oldest pub in Hythe, parts of The Bell Inn date back to the 15th century when the town was a

prosperous port. 

The pub sits atop a stream and casks of spirits were floated in through a tunnel in the cellar and discreetly suspended

from the ceiling. The chimney stack served as a lookout point (the footholds remain visible) and goods were

moved between rooms via gaps between two inglenook back-to-back fireplaces. In 1963 a startled builder made

a gruesome discovery; bricked up behind one of the fireplaces were the bodies of two 18th-century Revenue 

officers in remarkably well-preserved uniforms.



From a person’s blog of 21 April 2016, live page 21 March 2017

http://voicesdidmyheadin.blogspot.co.uk/2016/04/smuggling-tales.html

The Bell Inn in Hythe played a huge part in my life. I call it the "pub at the bottom of the hill" in the book A
Pillar of Impotence, many of my Kent friends met me there. Long before it was my local it was a smuggler's

pub. They say the tunnels going through to the mill house behind still exist. In the 1960s the then landlord de-

cided he wanted to open up the chimney to have an open fire. They did not expect to find the skeletons of two

customs officers complete with decaying uniforms and identification bricked up in there. That is precisely what

they found.

B.3 Pubs
From: Folkestone Then and Now - Pubs, Warren Press, live page 21 March 2017

http://www.warrenpress.net/FolkestoneThenNow/FolkestonePubs.html

The gruesome discovery of two skeletons behind the ancient

fireplace of a pub pointed to a double murder back in the

days of the smuggler. The inglenook chimney in the Bell,

in Seabrook Road, Hythe, had been the final resting place

of two Revenue Officers. The unfortunate souls had been

killed in mysterious circumstances and their bodies bricked

up. 

The grisly find was made in 1963 when builder Colin 

Lepper, a regular drinker at the pub, offered to uncover the

old chimney. Nigel Dowe, who runs the pub today, say "The

skeletons, still wearing their boots, belts, hats and badges,

were taken to the local coroners. All, that is, except a couple

of finger bones that were displayed in the bar for years as

unusual souvenirs of the pub's history."

[Photo copyright Warren Press. This web page is a re-type of the Herald article of 8 April 1999 plus a photo]

B.4 History
From: Dover Kent History, live page 21 March 2017

http://www.dover-kent.com/Bell-Hythe.html

Parts of the inn have history from the 15th century. A Grey Lady haunts the cellars. She, witnesses report, is said

to have been a former proprietor who died giving birth to a child at the "Bell Inn." When the huge inglenook 

fireplace here was opened up for renovation some years ago, the builders unearthed old beer mugs, clay pipes and

a bunch of keys. They also found the bodies of two Revenue Officers who had been murdered and bricked up. 

Witnesses reported at the time that their uniforms, boots and belts were still in good condition. Various local 

customers maintain they have seen the ghosts of those two men sitting adjacent to the inglenook fireplace.

[this is a linked copy of “Ghost Pubs”]



From: Property Matters, Issue 4 of 2006

The image of the printed and distributed publication is at this live page 21 March 2017

http://westbrook50.tripod.com/sitebuildercontent/sitebuilderfiles/3propertymatter.pdf

[copyright Property Matters]

From an Army blog site – November 2014, live page 21 March 2017

https://www.arrse.co.uk/community/threads/what-lies-beneath-troglodyte-travels.221551/page-2



From: Hythe – A History, Martin Easdown & Linda Sage, Phillimore & Co, 2004

[copyright Phillimore & Co] 

From: Kent Seen, pub unknown,

 August 1990

[copyright Kent Express, K&M]



C. The Evidence
One would expect first hand local evidence to be reported in local papers. The most recent reference I found

was from the Express of 8 April 1999

[copyright Kent Express, K&M]



The parts of the story to which this article seems to give credibility are [red box]

• 1963

• Skeletons

• Boots, belts, hats and badge

• Coroner

• Finger bones kept and displayed at pub 

As a separate incident, the paper reports [green box]

• Clay pipe found in chimney

C.1 Searching 1963

If the more spectacular part of the story – the uniformed skeletons – has any basis in truth one would expect to

find a lot of media “noise” after the event which would enable on to work backwards to the actual date of the

original contemporary report.

This is a pub, the brewery and landlord would have worked to keep the story in the news and bring in customers.

Working backwards through 1963, I would have expected to find

• Adverts in multiple papers for months after the event, covering a wide motorist range 

[prior to drink/drive laws] along the line of “see the pub where … good parking, lunches only 5/-

• Pictures and articles of the fingers on display in the pub

• Articles and photographs with local regulars telling their reaction to the display

• Articles and photographs with local regulars telling their story of what they saw

• Pictures of the uniforms and the landlord, or mannequins dressed in replica uniforms with the landlord

• Pictures and articles from inside the pub 

• Inglenook and replica uniforms

• Landlord/locals by the inglenook fireplace

• In 1963, the abolition of the death penalty was still big news, so there should be a high degree of media “

“noise” at the risk of this being murder disguised as archaeology. 

• Pictures of the pub with a panda car outside

• Front page news of the event

A complete reading of all editions of the Folkestone & Hythe Herald for 1963 gave nothing, not even a mention.

C.2 Searching 1962

Another historian suggested 1962, but a reading of all issues of the Herald for the whole of 1962 achieved no 

result.

Mike Umbers, another local historian had written about the event in the Hythe Civic Society newsletter and used

as his source an article in the Hythe Gazette in April 1962 – not the Herald





An archive exists of the Folkestone & Hythe Gazette in Folkestone Library.

Here is the article written at the time of the finding in the pub. It is the only contemporary record, Folkestone &

.From this article which gives names and photographs and is dated and contemporary, one can quickly deduce

the truth from the myth which has developed around it.

[copyright Kent Express K&M]

Bones & the Coroner

The myth surrounding the truth talks about 

• bones being taken to the Police Station

• sent to the coroner

• turning out to be pig 

Hythe Police Station was decommissioned in 1996, so any bones would have been taken there. Fortunately there

is a contemporary history written by a civilian who worked there for much of its lifetime. In her memoirs she

notes the following incident in her book “Hythe Police Station 1913-1996, Diana Spencer.

The find clearly caused a flurry of activity and probable much speculation locally. Her final comment perhaps

gives credence to the embellishments to the pub incident “…what macabre imaginings it provoked”

[copyright Diana Spencer]



D. Truth or Myth with Conclusion

So the final story is that during redecoration the fireplace was uncovered and some beer mugs, pipes, keys and

bones were found. The photograph of the finds indicates that the bricklayer who closed in the fireplace did not

bother to first clear away the supper leftovers of beer and pork chops from the night before.

Credit must be given to the residents of Hythe who have grown a myth around these meagre facts, and which is

still going nearly 60 years later.



Sean McNally.

21 March 2017.

[photo in public domain, no copyright]
Typical uniforms of the marines of the early 1800s who were

likely to be the style of soldiers and sailors on 

“The Blockade.” The prevention of smuggling was 

“The Blockade” of the south coast.

Possible Uniforms of the 

‘victims’

The preventive men of the Blockade, as portrayed

by Ogden’s cigarette cards of 1932


